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Abstract—Both neural networks and decision trees are popular
machine learning methods and are widely used to solve problems
from diverse domains. These two classifiers are commonly used
base classifiers in an ensemble framework. In this paper, we
first present a new variant of oblique decision tree based on a
linear classifier, then construct an ensemble classifier based on
the fusion of a fast neural network, random vector functional link
network and oblique decision trees. Random Vector Functional
Link Network has an elegant closed form solution with extremely
short training time. The neural network partitions each training
bag (obtained using bagging) at the root level into C subsets
where C is the number of classes in the dataset and subsequently,
C oblique decision trees are trained on such partitions. The
proposed method provides a rich insight into the data by
grouping the confusing or hard to classify samples for each
class and thus, provides an opportunity to employ fine-grained
classification rule over the data. The performance of the ensemble
classifier is evaluated on several multi-class datasets where it
demonstrates a superior performance compared to other state-
of-the-art classifiers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The performance of classifiers can be significantly improved
by aggregating the decisions of several classifiers instead of
using only a single classifier. This is generally known as
ensemble of classifiers, or multiple classifier systems. The
ensemble is obtained by perturbing and combining several
individual classifiers [1]. Specifically, it is obtained by per-
turbing the training set or injecting some randomness in each
classifier and aggregating the outputs of the these classifiers
in a suitable way.
Decision trees (DT) and Neural networks (NN) are gener-
ally used for ensemble generation. Both decision trees and
randomized neural networks are unstable classifiers whose
performance greatly vary even when there is a small per-
turbation in training set or some classifier parameters. Thus,
they are ideal candidates for a base classifier of an ensemble
framework. Random Forest (RaF) [2], an ensemble of decision
trees is an exemplar of such ensembles. It is the top ranked
classifier based on the comparisons amongst 179 classifiers
on 121 datasets [3]. The standard random forest is however,
superseded by oblique random forest, an ensemble of decision
trees employing linear hyperplanes at each node to split
the data instead of a single feature, in a recent exhaustive
comparison among 183 classifiers [4]. An ensemble of random
vector functional link (RVFL) networks, a popular single layer
feed forward neural network, also ranks amongst the top-20.
Decision trees in random forest employ recursive partition-
ing of the training data into smaller subsets that further aid
in classification by optimizing some impurity criteria such as
information gain or gini index [5]. Classical RaFs achieve
this by using a single feature at each node to partition the
training set into two partitions that generates an axis-parallel
or orthogonal hyperplane at each node. Such hyperplanes may
not always approximate complex decision boundaries [6]–
[8]. In a variant of random forest, known as oblique random
forest (obRaF) [9], an oblique hyperplane (or linear decision
boundary) is used at each node. Such decision boundary
uses a linear combination of features to split the training
data. The decision trees in random forest exhaustively search
for a single feature among a random subset of features at
each node. However, such exhaustive search for the best
oblique hyperplane is computationally expensive [6]. Thus, the
search for the oblique splits are generally based on heuristic
approaches and are non-optimal. To circumvent such an issue,
we present an oblique random forest that searches for an
optimal linear hyperplane at each node from a finite search
space while optimizing the Gini-impurity criteria similar to
RaF.
Random Vector Functional Link (RVFL) network on the
other hand, is a randomized variant of Functional Link Neural
Network (FLNN) [10]. The weight and bias vectors of the
hidden layer in RVFL are randomly generated thus, making
the learning algorithm less complicated and faster to train than
conventional back-prop based SLFN [11], [12].
It is generally cumbersome to learn from large datasets.
Most of the classifiers such as random forest, support vector
machine (SVM) do not scale well with datasets with large
sample size, feature dimension or number of classes. Divide
and conquer strategies, dimension reduction techniques are
some of the common techniques employed in such cases.
However, the number of classes still pose a constraint to the
application of decision trees and SVM based classifiers. The
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approaches used to handle such scenarios trade performance
with computational complexity. RVFL, on the other hand,
can be effectively utilized for such large datasets. In this
paper, we extend the idea proposed in [13] by fusing RVFL
with our proposed oblique random forest and show that such
ensembles can improve the accuracy while incurring less
computational cost than random forest based ensembles. The
RVFL partitions the training dataset into several subsets where
confusing or difficult samples are grouped in the same subset.
Such technique allows us to employ finer classification rules
while focusing on confusing or difficult-to-classify samples.
Through experiments on several datasets with varying sample
size and number of classes, we demonstrate that our proposed
oblique random forest ensemble is superior to standard random
forest and its oblique variant in terms of both performance and
computational requirements. We then create a hybrid ensemble
of RVFL and oblique random forest to further boost the
performance of the oblique random forest classifier.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we present a
brief review of the related works in the following section. In
Section III, we elucidate our approach for the hybrid ensemble.
In Section IV, we present experimental results and comparison
of our proposed hybrid ensemble with different classifiers.
Finally, we present our conclusions in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
Before proposing our hybrid ensemble classifier based on
decision trees and neural networks, in this section we briefly
review decision trees, random forest, random vector functional
link networks and some hybridization based classification
techniques.
A. Decision Trees.
A decision tree consists of nodes and edges. The nodes are
either internal (split) or leaf (terminal). The internal nodes are
split into two child nodes until a stopping criterion is met, after
which they become a leaf. Each internal node is associated
with a test function defined as:
f(x; Θ) =
{
1 if x(Θ1) < Θ2
0 otherwise (1)
where, Θ1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d} and Θ2 ∈ R is a threshold. The
outcome determines the child node to which x is routed. For
instance, 0 represents left child node while 1 represents right
child node. Each node chooses the best test function Θ∗ from
a pool of potential test functions by optimizing a metric known
as Gini-impurity. The objective is to make the resulting child
nodes as pure as possible, i.e containing training samples of
a single class only.
Based on the nature of test (split) functions, decision trees
are categorized into two types: univariate (axis-parallel or
orthogonal) and multivariate (oblique) [9]. In a univariate
decision tree, the parameter Θ of the test function s(x,Θ)
is based on a single feature i.e. the node selects a single
feature from a random subset of features that best minimizes
Gini-impurity. The final decision boundary produced by a tree
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Fig. 1. Classification boundaries generated by axis-parallel and oblique
decision tree in a toy example for binary classification problem. Axis-parallel
or staircase decision boundaries may fail to approximate the optimal decision
boundary. However, oblique trees with linear hyperplanes can better perform
this task.
is of staircase type as shown in Fig. 1. In multivariate or
oblique decision trees, Θ depends on a linear combination
of the features. Since the decision boundary can orient in any
direction to the axes, the trees with such hyperplanes is also
known as oblique trees [9]. Thus, (1) can be reformulated as:
f(x; Θ) =
{
1 if
∑q
i=1 wixi < Θ2
0 otherwise (2)
where wi is the weight coefficient for each feature in q.
A random forest is an ensemble of T decision trees that are
trained independently on several instances of the training data
obtained using bagging [14]. In RaF, the optimal split at each
node is chosen from the n · q possible splits, where n is the
unique feature values in Xi and q is typically set to the square
root of feature dimension d. That means, in the worst possible
scenario the exhaustive search for the ‘optimal’ split grows
linearly in the number of training samples at each node and
q. However, there are at most 2q · (nq) distinct oblique splits at
each node and the exhaustive search of the ‘optimal’ oblique
split is NP-hard [6].
Because the search for optimal oblique hyperplanes is com-
putationally expensive, many heuristic search methods such as
Forest-LC [9], OC1 [6] have been proposed in the literature.
Generally linear classifiers such as SVM, MPSVM, LDA, Lo-
gistic regression are used to generate oblique hyperplanes [7],
[15]–[18]. However, most of these approaches are used without
optimizing impurity criteria or any search for the optimal
oblique hyperplanes. A multi-class classification problem is
ususally reformulated as a binary problem by defining two
or more hyperclasses [16], [18] either via clustering, some
distance metric or possible combinations and a linear decision
boundary is learned. These approaches either do not optimize
impurity criteria or are computationally expensive. However,
we can still integrate impurity optimization techniques for
optimal oblique hyperplane search in ObRaF as in RaF without
incuring great computational costs by implementing a simple
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Fig. 2. The structure of RVFL. The red lines are the direct links from the input
to the output layer. The weights for the blue links are randomly generated
from a certain range. Only the output weights needs to be computed for the
red and black links. Best viewed in color.
and effective approach.
B. Random Vector Functional Link Networks.
A RVFL is a single layer feed-forward neural network which
is mainly characterized by the absence of backpropagation
(BP) and the presence of direct links between the input and
output nodes (see Fig. 2) [10], [11]. The weights between the
input and hidden neurons in RVFL are randomly generated
from a suitable range. The direct links in RVFL regularize
the network from the effects of randomization leading to
a simpler model with a small number of hidden neurons
while improving the generalization performance of the neural
network [12], [19]. The output layer of RVFL consists of
nodes corresponding to the number of classes, with each
node assigning a score for each class. The predicted class
for a sample x is the class represented by a node with
arg max(si(x)), i ∈ {1, . . . , C} where s is the score given
by each output node i. Since the hidden layer parameters are
randomly generated and kept fixed, only the output weights
need to be computed. The learning objective of RVFL is:
min
w
‖Dw − Y ‖2 + λ‖w‖2 (3)
where D = [H,X] is the stacked feature matrix obtained from
direct links (X) and the hidden layer (H), Y is the vector of
class labels, and λ is the regularization parameter.
A closed form solution of (3) can be obtained by using either
least squares or Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. Using Moore-
Penrose pseudoinverse, the solution is given by: w = D+Y
while using least squares (ridge regression), the closed form
solution is given by:
Primal Space: w = (DTD + λI)−1DTY (4)
Dual Space: w = DT (DDT + λI)−1Y (5)
Here, I is the identity matrix.
C. Hybridization based classification techniques
Many classifiers (heterogeneous or homogeneous) can be
used as base classifiers in an ensemble framework. Here, we
refer to some classification techniques employing both neural
network and decision trees. In [20], the authors use decision
trees to empirically determine the number of neurons needed in
three layers of neural network. Richmond et al. in [21] extends
this idea by mapping stacked RF to Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) for semantic segmentation. Similarly, in [22],
Jerez et al. use decision trees to identify most important
variables from breast cancer data set and use those variables as
input for their neural network architecture. The work in [23]
integrates NN and DT by replacing the final Softmax layer of
CNN by DT. In [24], the authors use multi-layer perceptrons
as split functions in each node of the trees. Different from
these works, we present a hybrid or heterogeneous ensemble
of classifiers where we exploit the probability like outputs
of neural network to quickly partition the training data for
efficient multi-class classification by decision trees (or random
forest).
Apart from the hybridization technique discussed above,
we also review some ideas relevant to our proposed method.
Generally, binary splits are popular with decision trees with
very few researches on multi-way splits. Multi-way (Multi-
branch) splits in decision trees have previously been studied
in [25]–[27]. In [26], correlation is used to do find the
best single feature and thresholds to split the training data
into multiple branches are computed by SVM. However,
such multi-way splits are cumbersome to determine and do
not improve the performance of decision trees [13]. [28] is
another closely related work to ours. It uses a deep neural
network to perform a hierarchical partition of the data as
in decision trees while creating the clusters of confusing
classes. The classes are clustered by employing spectral co-
clustering algorithm over confusion matrix computed over the
validation dataset. Thus, it is computationally expensive and
requires large dataset. However, we employ a simple, fast
neural network to partition the data without incurring large
computational complexities. We extend the idea of [13] by
proposing an improved oblique random forest. Our method is
based on an ensemble framework that boosts the multi-class
classification handling capacity of random forest.
III. RVFL AND OBLIQUE RANDOM FOREST FOR MANY
CLASS PROBLEMS
A RVFL followed by C oblique decision trees is a base
classifier in our ensemble framework. Each bag of the original
training data obtained using bagging is carefully partitioned
by RVFL into several subsets such that the decision trees
employed afterwards can improve the classification perfor-
mance by learning to separate the confusing training samples.
The decision trees or more specifically ensembles of decision
trees is one of the best classification algorithm in terms of
generalization ability and robustness. The partitions obtained
using RVFL enables to employ a more fine-grained classi-
fication rule via decision trees as the classification algorithm
focuses on difficult to classify samples. In this section, we first
describe the data partitioning step by RVFL and then present
our oblique random forest.
A. Data Partition by RVFL
We employ RVFL at the top node to divide the data into
C partitions as in [13] where C is the number of classes
in a dataset. Our proposed oblique decision tree is trained
thereafter on each partition separately to improve the accuracy.
In each partition, the class distribution of samples is unique
i.e. majority of the samples are from one class and the rest
from other classes. The samples from the other classes are
those that are “hard” to classify by RVFL. Such partitioning
is possible by utilizing the output scores given by RVFL.
In the training phase, each training sample xi is passed to
RVFL. The output of RVFL is a probability like score for
each class in that particular data set. Generally, the class with
the highest score is the predicted class by RVFL. However,
in our case two classes with the highest and second-highest
scores are selected as the potential classes which indicate the
most confusing classes for that particular training sample. Each
partition by RVFL corresponds to a class. Thus, xi is used as
a training data for the oblique decision trees associated with
those two classes/subsets. This procedure is repeated for all
training samples, creating a training set for each decision tree.
The final model is an ensemble of such base classifiers. In
cases, where the true class of xi is neither the highest nor the
second-highest class, the training sample is still placed in its
true class. For further details, readers can refer to [13].
B. Improved Oblique Random Forest
Decision trees employ recursive partitioning so that the child
nodes are purer than the parent node. The objective is to
separate the training samples into different partitions such that
these partitions contain samples of one class only. In RaF,
such partitions are obtained by an exhaustive search for the
best orthogonal hyperplane. This problem, however, can be
reformulated using the information of the class labels of the
training samples.
Many popular binary classifiers such as Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) use “one-vs-all” approach to breakdown a multi-
class classification problem into several binary classification
problems. Specifically, for each class, a single SVM is trained
with the samples of that class as positive samples and all other
as negative samples. A caveat is that it may not always be
the best method to deal with multi-class problems [29]. Such
methods can however, be integrated intactly at the internal
nodes of the decision trees. As stated earlier, a linear classifier
at each node need not always be a perfect classifier but simply
aid in further classification. Thus, the above objective of
random forest can be restated to separating one class from all
other classes at each node. That means, instead of performing
exhaustive search, one can search for the ‘K’ hyperplanes
by transforming a multi-class classification problems into ‘K’
binary classification problems where ‘K’ is the number of
classes at each node 1. This restricts the hyperplane search
space in K ways at each node and a linear classifier can be
1The total number of classes in a dataset is denoted by C and the number
of classes at each node by K. C ≥ K where C = K at the top root node.
selected that best optimizes the impurity criteria. In the best
scenario, a linear classifier or decision boundary may result in
all samples of a class in one child node while the rest of the
training samples on another child node which is exactly the
objective of decision trees i.e. to make child nodes purer than
the parent nodes. Thus, employing linear hyperplanes with
impurity optimization technique may help to better capture the
geometric structure of the data than axis-parallel hyperplanes.
For our oblique decision trees, we employ an MPSVM
based linear classifier. MPSVM generates two non-parallel
planes based on the proximity to each class and the final
decision boundary employed at each node is based on the
angle bisector of these two planes [15]. The two proximal
planes are found from the eigenvectors corresponding to the
smallest eigenvalues of the following two generalized eigen-
value problems:
Gz = λHz, z 6= 0
Lz = λMz, z 6= 0 (6)
where z = [w b]T , G = [A − e]T [A − e], H = [B −
e]T [B − e] and A, B are the matrices of class 1 and 2
respectively and e is the vector of ones. The linear hyperplane
at each node is the one that passes in between them.
At each node of the tree, K oblique hyperplanes based on
MPSVM are obtained and the one that best maximizes (7) is
selected as the node splitting hyperplane.
max(Ginip −Ginic) (7)
where
Ginip = 1−
K∑
i=1
(
nwi
nt
)2
(8)
Ginic =
nlt
nt
1− K∑
i=1
(
nlwi
nlt
)2+ nrt
nt
[
1−
K∑
i=1
(
nrwi
nrt
)2]
(9)
where Ginip and Ginic are the values of Gini impurity at
the parent node and child nodes respectively , nt is the number
of data samples in the parent node, nlt, n
r
t is the number of
data samples that reach the left and right child nodes of the
current parent node, and nlwi , n
r
wi are the number of samples
of class wi in the left and right child nodes respectively.
The construction algorithm of the proposed oblique random
forest is presented in 1.
One of the issues with “one-vs-all” technique is that it
is computationally voracious when the number of classes is
very large. Thus, generating K hyperplanes at each node can
be computationally expensive in such cases. However, it also
offers an advantage. Since the linear hyperplane at each node
is selected from a pool of hyperplanes based on the impurity
criteria (more specifically (7)), it results in pure child nodes
faster than previous exhaustive approaches (in case of RaF)
and non-impurity optimization approaches (in case of obRaF)
Algorithm 1 Proposed obRaF Training
1: Require: Labeled training data (X,Y )
2: Require: Maximum tree depth Dmax
3: Output: A linear decision boundary (w and b)
4: for d from 1 to Dmax do
5: Check stopping criteria at each node in depth d.
6: Create K partitions using one-vs-all approach.
7: Train a linear classifier for each partition.
8: Compute Eqs. (8) and (9).
9: return w and b of the hyperplane that maximizes 7
10: end for
2. Thus, the trees in our proposed oblique random forest variant
are generally shallow compared to the standard trees. This
may negate the complexity associated with generating many
hyperplanes at each node. In Section IV, we validate this
through experiments on several datasets.
When employing RVFL at the top (root) node, each subset
or partition contains majority of the samples from few classes
and rest from the others. Because the linear classifiers trained
with greater number of training samples are most likely to
better optimize the impurity (Gini) criteria compared to the
classifiers trained with very few samples, we can avoid such
classes and instead choose the best hyperplane from a pool of
hyperplanes obtained using classes with larger training data
only. This is intuitive since the hyperplane generated using
“one-vs-all” method attempts to separate one class from the
rest of the other classes and thus, it favours classes with larger
training data as it better optimizes (7). This observation is
also based on our experiments where the best hyperplane is
usually the one trained with larger number of classes. Thus,
when the number of classes is very large, we employ the “one-
vs-all” approach to only the top k% classes where k is a
hyperparamater. Based on our experiments, we set k = 50.
This further decreases the computational complexity of the
model without incuring any significant loss in the performance.
Our method is particularly suitable for multi-core or dis-
tributed environment where after the partitioning by RVFL,
each partition can be run in parallel or distributed across
different cores. Similarly, the hyperplane generation operation
using “one-vs-all” can also be distributed. This method is also
suitable for large datasets. However, a caveat associated with
our ensemble classifier is that it can only be employed for
many class classification problems. For binary classes, the
partitions provided by RVFL are just duplicated versions.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare the performance of random
forests variants and our hybrid ensemble. We compare four
classifiers in 10 UCI multi-class datasets. The number of
classes in these datasets vary from 7 to 100. The datasets
are selected based on their size and number of classes and the
performance of oblique random forest and the hybrid ensemble
2When we say obRaF, we are referring to the older variants of oblique
random forest that do not employ impurity optimization techniques.
in [13]. The properties of these datasets are summarized in
Table I.
TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE UCI DATASETS
Dataset #Patterns #Features #Classes
Chess-krvk 28056 6 18
Letter 20000 16 26
Optical 3823 62 10
Pendigits 7494 16 10
Plant margin 1600 64 100
Plant shape 1600 64 100
Statlog-image 2310 18 7
USPS 9298 252 10
W-qua-white 4898 11 7
Yeast 1484 8 10
A. Experimental setup
We follow the experimental setup of [3], [13]. For a fair
comparison between all the ensemble methods, we use the
same values for the common parameters. Thus, for each
classifier, we set the ensemble size or the number of trees
to 500, number of random features at each node (q) to
√
d,
where d is the feature dimension. If the feature vector has not
been normalized, each feature is normalized by removing the
mean and dividing by its variance. In all the ensembles, the
trees are fully grown until the terminating criteria is met (no
longer possible to optimize 7).
RVFL Configuration. The objective of our proposed
method is to obtain diverse RVFL models in each base
classifier which in turn results in diverse data partitions hence,
diverse decision trees. We use the same parameter setting
as in [13] where each RVFL randomly picks the activation
function and network parameters from the parameter settings
listed below:
1) Number of hidden neurons, N = 3:203
2) λ (=(1/2)C) in ridge regression, C = -5:14
3) Activation Functions: radbas, sine and tribas
4) Range of the randomization for weights [-S,+S] and bias
[0,S], where S = 2t with t = -1.5:0.5:1.5
The RVFL has direct links from input layer to output layer
with bias term in the output neuron.
B. Comparison between random forest variants
In Table IV, we present the classification accuracies of each
classifier in each dataset. First we compare the performance of
random forest variants: RaF, obRaF and obRaF(M). In almost
all the datasets except Plant margin, our proposed oblique
random forest (obRaF(M)) outperforms both standard random
forest and oblique random forest. Although both obRaF and
obRaF(M) employ linear decision boundary at each node using
MPSVM, only obRaF(M) performs a search for the optimal
linear boundary. This suggests that oblique random forests that
employ linear decision boundaries with impurity optimization
generalize better than other random forest variants.
In Tables II and III, we show the training time and the
average number of nodes comparison of random forest classi-
fiers. For the comparison, we select two datasets: Plant shape
with 100 classes and Pendigits, a medium size dataset. Even
though our proposed oblique random forest employs “one-vs-
all” approach, it still offers computational advantages over RaF
and obRaF which is evident by shorter training time and less
number of nodes.
C. Performance comparison between all classifiers
The average classification accuracies (in %) of RaF, obRaF,
obRaF(M) and obRaFL are 83.07, 83.68, 84.36 and 84.6
respectively. The hybrid ensemble (obRaFL) has the highest
accuracy followed by our proposed oblique random forest,
obRaF(M). However, comparing the classifiers using average
accuracy is susceptible to outliers and may atone for a classi-
fier’s poor performance in one dataset with an excellent perfor-
mance on the other. Thus, we follow the procedure of [3], and
use the rank of each classifier to assess its performance. In this
approach, each classifier is ranked based on its performance,
that means, the highest performing classifier is ranked 1, the
second highest rank 2, and so on. The mean ranks of each
classifier over all the datasets is presented in Table III. Our
hybrid ensemble, obRaFL, is the top ranked classifier followed
by our proposed oblique random forest, obRaF(M).
Thus, from the experimental results, we can infer that
employing obRaF(M) on the partitions provided by RVFL
improves the performance. The RVFL provides partitions with
confusing samples so classification rules that focus on such
difficult-to-classify samples can be employed. Such rules can
be easily implemented by decision trees or random forest
owing to their superior and robust performance. Furthermore,
our proposed oblique random forest improves the random
forest and by employing RVFL at the top node, we can obtain
more robust and superior performance.
D. Analysis of Common Parameters
Tree depth, the number of features randomly selected at
each node and the number of trees are the common parameters
of random forest based methods. We evaluate the influence
of each parameter in our proposed oblique random forest
and the hybrid classifier in the Pendigits dataset. Similar
conclusions pertain to other datasets as well. For the analysis,
the maximum depth, the number of trees and the number of
random features are varied in the ranges [1,15], [1,500] and
[1,16] respectively.
Tree depth. Generally, the trees in random forest are fully
grown. From Fig. 3, we can see that there is a sharp increase
in the accuracy when the tree depth increases from 1 to 6. This
implies that to obtain a good performance, the trees should be
deeper. As the trees in the hybrid classifier are grown with
reduced data set, the trees are usually shallow. However, it
gives good performance than oblique random forest even when
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Fig. 3. Influence of (a) the maximum depth (b) the number of trees and (c)
q on our proposed oblique random forest and hybrid classifiers.
Dmax is set to a small value because of the nature of the data
partitions (small size and fine-grained classification rules).
Number of features. The number of features randomly
selected at each node, q, controls the diversity of the trees in
forest. A small value of q results in uncorrelated trees whereas
large values of q may result in correlated trees. Generally,
q =
√
d gives good performance.
Number of trees. As the number of trees (base classifiers)
increases, the generalization ability of random forest based
methods also increases. However, large number of trees or
ensemble size also increases the computational cost. There
is only a slight improvement on the performance beyond the
ensemble size of 300.
In Fig. 3, we can observe that even for small tree depth
and ensemble size, our hybrid ensemble classifier provides the
near maximal performance. For large datasets, random forest
require a large number of very deep trees to provide an accept-
able performance. This may be computationally intractable.
However, by employing our hybrid ensemble with shallow
trees and small ensemble size, we can eschew expensive
computational requirements and still obtain good performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first proposed an oblique decision tree
that uses impurity optimization techniques similar to the trees
in random forests. We employed the oblique decision trees
with a fast RVFL network to create a hybrid ensemble. In
each base classifier, the decision trees were trained on the
samples partitioned by RVFL. Such a marriage of decision
TABLE II
TRAINING TIME COMPARISON (IN SECONDS) BETWEEN
RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFIERS
Dataset RaF obRaF obRaF(M)
Plant shape 656.64 678.99 622.21
Pendigits 422.24 357.51 352.17
TABLE III
AVERAGE NUMBER OF NODES IN THE RANDOM FOREST
CLASSIFIERS
Dataset RaF obRaF obRaF(M)
Plant shape 291.74 331.78 264.01
Pendigits 307.78 301.36 290.92
TABLE IV
ACCURACIES (%) OF DIFFERENT RANDOM FOREST BASED METHODS
Dataset RaF obRaF obRaF(M) obRaFL
Chess-krvk 70.48 68.19 74.35 75.06
Letter 96 96.53 97.02 97.58
Optical 97.16 96.72 97.08 97.27
Pendigits 95.31 96.94 97.13 97.15
Plant margin 85.5 82.82 82.92 82.98
Plant shape 64.06 70.25 70.56 70.87
Statlog-image 97.66 97.53 98.05 98.27
USPS 93.54 93.55 93.87 93.94
W-qua-white 68.38 69.24 69.26 69.49
Yeast 62.67 63.14 63.41 63.48
Mean Acc. 83.07 83.68 84.36 84.6
obRaF is the oblique random forest of [15]. obRaF(M) is our
proposed oblique random forest while obRaFL is the hybrid
ensemble of RVFL and obRaF(M). Bold values indicate the best
performance.
trees and fast neural network further enhances the capability
of decision trees to handle multi-class classification problem
which is evident by the performance of the hybrid ensemble
in several machine learning datasets. Even with small tree
depth and ensemble size, our hybrid ensemble can achieve
superior performance compared to standard random forest
classifiers. This can significantly preserve the computational
resources and time when dealing with large datasets. One of
the interesting traits of our hybrid ensemble is parallelization
or distributed computation as several jobs can be effectively
distributed over several cores or machines. However, the gain
can only be seized if we reduce the communication overhead.
Even though the proposed oblique random forest has faster
training time, the partitioning and the application of RVFL
adds complexity to the ensemble. Thus, our future work is to
improve the training time of our hybrid ensemble with efficient
use of distributed computing.
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